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What have you done to prepare your
family for a disaster? The way that our
families and lives are impacted by a
house fire, flood or hurricane, is
different than the way that we conduct
our daily office business. In the office,
we have regulators assuring that we
have tested critical components of our
work flow. Take responsibility for regulating your families
safety. Do you have a re-grouping point outside of your
home? Do you have a list of doctors, medicines, etc. that
are required by yourself or loved ones? If your family gets
separated during a relocation process, do you have a
central point of contact?
 
September is National Preparedness Month and I'd like to
challenge each of you to conduct a test with your family.
National Night Out is observed across the city and this too,
is an opportunity to bring your knowledge and/or resources
to your neighbors. Free information can be found on a few
of the websites such as RedCross.org and UnitedWay.org.
Do not limit yourself to these two sites as there are plenty
others that offer free information available to assist you
conducting an exercise of your own!

 
We'd like to hear from you! If you are hosting a National
Preparedness Month event at your office, or are planning
something unique to your neighborhood and are willing to
share your ideas and/or offer others to come out and join
you, please respond with the information for your event.
A huge thank you to those that participated in the Port of
Houston Field Trip last month!  In case you missed it, John
Small submitted a write up to ACP National and we made
the front page of the daily ACP News!
 
We look forward to closing out the summer with Al Berman
of DRI International next week!  If you are in need of credits,
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Using eight 8's in an addition
problem, how can you make
1000?

(Example: 8+88 = 96, using
only three 8's)
  
Think you know? Shoot me
your answers here!

Last Month's Teaser:
As I was going to St. Ives,
I met a man with seven
wives.
Each wife had seven sacks,
Each sack had seven cats,
Each cat had seven kits.
Kits, cats, sacks and wives,
How many were going to St.
Ives?
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001ElgUdSYKfYP2bUqH7zAOh0cXaRigj3uf1LeSbWchu9frlYxDOGriaAR4F_YDzbfE13gf0Lgsiz4bHRRxq1E9laDSVVFVM5rXFIYbxqUEn4JQAlc7ocy1wXl2SYA1cMT6
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don't wait to the last minute!  Join us now as we've got an
amazing end to the year planned for the remaining
scheduled meetings!
 
Are you ready to join the ACP Local Chapter Board? The
time has come to begin looking at our officers for next year! 
If anyone is interested or would like information, we will
have additional information available at the next chapter
meeting!
 
Looking forward to seeing you next week!

Houston Emergency
Collaborative Chef's

Cook-off
Houston Emergency Collaborative ( HCPC) is conducting
their annual Chef's Cook-off

September 20, 2014
Market Square Park - 301 Milam - downtown Houston
From : 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

No charge, All are welcome!

Click here to view last year's cook-off pics.

Bring guests for a chance to win an
iPad Mini!

 
What's the best way to increase business continuity awareness at
work?  Well, bring a colleague to our ACP meetings is a good
start!
 
In an effort to encourage our members to bring additional
guests to our sessions, it was voted that at the end of the
year, we would award an IPad mini to the member who has
brought in the most number of guests to our meetings!

** One (Just me) **
  

Congratulations

  
"Business Continuity

Management is not a project,
it is a culture!" 

 
 - Unknown

Resource Links

Stay connected and keep in
touch with us!
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Next Meeting

Alan Berman, MBCP, DRII President

BC Today: What Really Matters Right Now. 
Tuesday September 9th, 2014

From 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM

Previous Meeting
  

Port of Houston Authority
Boat Tour

 

    

ACP Sponsor opportunities
offer direct access to
dedicated professionals in
the Greater Houston area.
Become a Sponsor and
utilize this venue to spotlight
your organization.
 
Here are a few sponsorship
benefits:

Increase brand
recognition
Targeted audience
and decision makers
Actively support and
influence the
profession

If you would like more
information about  the
sponsorship contact our
Program Director or sign up
here!

Chapter Reports

  
Starting 
Balance             $ 6,486.19
 
Membership Revenue
                          $ 54.08
Expense Disbursement
                          $ (699.84)

 
Balance              $ 5,840.43

This chapter's active
members:   60
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As it was kicked off in the previous newsletter, this section
will continue to post member's response to the "Question
For You" section of this newsletter.  Readers are
encouraged to participate and provide answers to share
with the rest of the Contingency Planner society. Click here
if you are interested.

A very special thanks goes out to
Ed Schlichtenmyer for participating and providing this

information with all of us. Thank you very much!

Zurich Insurance and
Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply
sponsored and supported the
Supply Chain Resilience
survey for 2009 to 2013
which has come up with
interesting and gainful
information that will be
released through this section
in the following issues of the
newsletter.  This survey
uncovered the following:
 
- In the last five years, 78.6%
of organisations report
experiencing at least one
incident involving their supply
chains in a given
year. However, 68.2% do not
have full visibility of their
supply chain disruption levels
due to a lack of firm-wide
reporting

- 60% of organisations report
experiencing disruptions
occurring at Tier 1 of their
supply chains. Meanwhile, a
growing number (10% in
2013) report disruptions at
Tier 3 or lower
 
There is a growing focus on
Supply Chain due to the
higher dependency modern
business operations have
one another, so good
planning practice is to
consider this and begin
assessing your organization's
supply chain.

We are only as good as our
weakest link, and not
knowing that a
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Ed Schlichtenmyer

Question: What are some Tabletop Test exercises you
have done?

We (at Impact Weather) are quite busy in April, May and
June either facilitating or supporting hurricane response
tabletop exercises. It's an annual event for many
organizations along the gulf gearing up for hurricane
season, and we have other seasonal threats to our
business operations. November starts us thinking about
winter storms. December prompts organizations that rely of
shipping to keep an eye out for sea fog. When February
rolls around, all thoughts turn to severe weather outbreaks
such as tornados and floods.

 
I recently facilitated a tabletop to exercise a client's
response to an ice storm. It was particularly meaningful
because of the lack of incident management experience on
the team. For most involved, the idea of an office closure
was either foreign, ad hoc or simply not done.
Consequently, a major objective of this exercise was get the
team thinking about the art of the possible with respect to
ensuring the safety of their personnel in the event of an ice
storm.

 
The timeline condensed 6 days into 3.5 hours and left 30
minutes for wrap-up and debrief. Getting executives
together for a 4 hour window is a challenge, so everything
needs to move along and contain interesting data injects.
We organized the activity around 4 time-based phases:

Advanced Notice
Refined Advisory
Just In Time Alerting
Return To Normal

At each phase, the participants were not only encouraged to
work through their respect checklists, but to consider
additional meaningful actions they may take. As facilitator, I
helped the incident commander keep the focus on the 3
mission objectives:

Safety of Personnel
Protection of Assets
Continuity of Business Operations

vendor/supplier is that link is
just as bad as if your internal
preparedness efforts were
not performed. 

 

 
What are some Tabletop
Test exercises you have
done?

Please provide a description of your
methods of testing, and we will post
your response on our newsletter as
a shared knowledge piece.
Click here to answer!

http://ui.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?m=1109272178343&p=oi&id=preview
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Two key results came out of this particular exercise. The
first (and most expected) is a more thorough and better
understood response plan to threats to the office and
personnel. They made huge improvements to their
communication plan, as well as embraced a clearer
understanding of their respective roles and responsibilities.

 
The second outcome was the idea that, as an organization,
the team can apply a time-phased approach to responding
to many threats. That's really the impact that the team
wants to prevent, mitigate, respond and recover from, not
the specific threat itself.

 

Stay safe & alert, and until next time.

Sincerly,

ACP South Texas Chapter Board
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